
Helena Gath is a franco-argentinian artist born in Paris; she grew up in the 1970s 
surrounded by south american artists, and learnt how to express her feelings by 
art, playing with great Masters from her earliest childhood. 

From 2005, she attended the Gabriela Aberastury studio in Buenos Aires, learnt 
from Mirtha Dermisache and JC Benitez, and was introduced to the requirements of 
diffusion of artistics projects by Mara Kotov (Gradiva Gallery).

She has been exhibiting her artworks in collective and individual shows in France,  
Argentina, Austria, Spain, Italy,... and won some rewards.  She represented 
Argentinian artists in various exhibitions specially for the celebrations in France of 
the Bicentennial of Latin America Independances, and has been conducting some 
art projects... 

Her work was exhibited in the Salon des Artistes Français, Champs Elysées Paris 
and in various high standing international exhibitions and is now represented, 
among others, by NabilaFluxus Art Gallery Museum (Treviso, Italy), Espacio 10 
arte (Buenos Aires, Argentina), Promociona tu Arte, and Arte Sin Fronteras 
(Barcelona, Spain)

She's fond of exploring the means of creation... from the idea to realisation ; 
interested in conceptual art she mix the idea with the gesture of creation, and 
capture the state of absolute disponibility to inspiration which can transform the 
idea itself but not the purpose. The eventual long period of gestation of the concept 
doesn't restrict the power of the inspiration at the very moment of realising the 
artwork, it depends on the disponibility one can get reaching the breaking point of 
creation. 

Because of her explorations, her art is quite motley... different styles, techniques, 
and themes... Drawings, paintings, gravure, artist's books, installations, digital art, 
live performances alone or with musician... She can also work on demand creating 
artistic posters, cd booklets, promotional fyers, index site pages...

Her works shows an onirique style, out of real life. Her purpose is to love humanity 
and tell her by creating art!


